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Just Plain Socks 

 

Nothing fancy here—just a sock that anyone can knit for anyone to wear. Basic ribbed socks knitted 

from the cuff down, with an eye-of-partridge Dutch heel flap. Written with clear instructions and 

tips for beginner sock knitters. 

Skill level: Easy 

Supplies: 2 x 50g/1.76 oz (151.7 m/166.0 yds) balls sock yarn, Set of four 3.25 mm (US 3) double-

pointed needles (OPT. –Two circular needles of this size instead of dpns
1

) OR size needed to 

obtain gauge; yarn needle; scrap of yarn for marker 

Gauge: 30-34 stitches = 10 cm/4” over stockinette stitch. Because of the stretchy rib in these socks, 

gauge is slightly less demanding than some, but adjust your needle if it doesn’t fall within these 

limits. (Be sure to knit your swatch to a length that will give you an accurate measurement; I 

recommend 3”-4”.) 

Size: Formulaic, can be adjusted to any foot. Instructions for an adult foot of 8” circumference 

given as examples throughout.
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Method: 

Cast on [(circumference 

of the foot in inches x 

6) + 4] sts to begin. 

Adjust to the nearest 

multiple of 4. For an 

adult with a circ. of 10”, 

you will need 64 sts. 

Use Super-Stretchy 

Cast On (see last page). 

Place marker (pl m) at 

beginning of round and 

join yarn. Distribute 

stitches evenly between 

three needles
2

.  

Cuff: 

*K1, p1* around for ½” inch (1.2 cm), or desired cuff 

length. Slip marker (sl m) at the beginning of each round. 

Body: 

*K3, p1* around, sl m. Work until sock body reaches 

desired length from cuff edge. Typical lengths are 3” for 

toddler’s regular or adult’s ankle socks, 5” for children’s 

regular or adult’s short socks, and 8” for children’s calf-

length or adult’s sport-length socks. (You may need one 

more ball of yarn for an adult sock with a body longer than 

5”.) Longer than this, and you will likely need to begin with 

more stitches to account for the extra width of the calf; be 

sure to decrease to the amount in the formula above at 8” 

above heel flap. 

Heel Flap: 

Redistribute your stitches over three needles as follows: 

Needles 1 & 2: ¼ of the stitches each (heel) – you no longer 

need your marker, as the beginning of the round is the 

beginning of Needle 1 

Needle 3: ½ of the stitches (instep) 

While working the heel flap, we will ignore needle 3 and let 

it sit there happily doing its job of keeping the instep stitches 

out of the way. 

Work this section back-and-forth across Needles 1 & 2. (I 

sometimes consolidate these onto one needle after a few 

rows, but then re-distribute them on two needles when I 

begin working the Gusset.)  

Rw. 1: Sl 1, *k1, sl 1* across
3

. 

Rw. 2: Sl 1 stitch, purl across. 

Rw. 3: Sl 1, *sl 1, k1* across to last st, k1. 

Rw. 4: As for Rw. 2. 

Work Rows 1-4 the same number of times as the 

circumference of the foot (in inches) that you are working 

on. (Round to the nearest inch.) For an adult sock, this 

would be eight times. 

Turn Heel: 

Rw. 1: K 2/3 of heel flap sts. (Use an odd number. For an 

adult sock with 64 sts cast on, that would be 32 sts in the 

heel flap, so you would knit 21.) If you are still working on 

two needles, go to one needle here. SSK, turn. 

Rw. 2: Sl 1, purl 1/3 of heel flap sts (using an even number—

for an adult sock, this would be 10), p2tog, turn. 

Rw. 3: Sl 1, knit to one st before the “gap” (knit the same 

number you purled in Row 2), SSK, turn. 

Rw. 4: Sl 1, purl until one st before the “gap”, p2tog, turn. 

Works Rows 3 & 4 until you have “used up” your last heel 

flap st. You should have [(the number of sts you purled in 

Row 2) +2] sts left. 

Gusset: 

We will now begin working in the round again.  

Rnd. 1: Knit across heel flap. Leave heel flap stitches on one 

needle until you get back to the beginning of the flap. This is 

now Needle 2. 

Pick up one stitch along the edge of the heel flap for every 

two rows. This should be easy, because the slipped sts have 

formed a nice little chain along the edge, so you will pick up 

one st in each chain. Be sure to work into both sides of the 

chain, as using only one side will cause little holes in the 

finished work.  
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When you get to the corner of the gusset (approaching 

Needle 3), k1 into the stitch below and to the right of the 

corner, one row down from the last row worked on Needle 

3 (see photos). Then k1 into the stitch one row down on the 

left side of the corner.  

The number of sts on this needle will currently be: [(heel 

flap sts after turning heel) + (½ number of rows worked to 

create heel flap) + 2]. For an adult sock, this should be (12 + 

16 + 2), or 30 sts. 

Work across instep sts on Needle 3. If the number of sts on 

this needle is divisible by 4, you can continue in the *k3, p1* 

pattern of the body. Otherwise, just knit all stitches. This 

means the foot of your sock will be smooth stockinette 

instead of ribbed (see the “Anatomy of a Sock” photo for an 

example.) 

Rnd. 2: Add Needle 1 back 

to pick up sts on the other 

side of the heel flap. Begin 

by picking up 2 sts on either 

side of the corner in the bars 

from the previous row, as for 

the other side. Then pick up 

the same number of sts 

along the edge of flap as the 

first side. Knit half of the heel flap sts onto this needle, so 

you have an even number of sts on Needles 1 & 2. For an 

adult sock, you will have 24 sts each on Needles 1 & 2, plus 

32 sts on Needle 3, for a total of 80 sts. 

Knit sts on Needle 2 to last 2 sts, k2tog. (Knit picked up the 

sts in the back loop to give them a little “twist” and tighten 

them up.) Work across instep (Needle 3) in pattern. 

Rnd. 3: SSK, knit across heel to end of gusset (Needle 2), 

work across instep in pattern. 

Rnd. 4: K1, SSK, k to 3 sts from end of gusset sts, k2tog, k1, 

work across instep in pattern. 

Rnd. 5: Knit across gusset, work across instep in pattern. 

Repeat Rounds 4 & 5 until you have the same number of sts 

in the gusset as in the instep—the same total number you 

originally cast on. 

Continue to work even until the length from the back of the 

heel is about even with the end of the pinky toe of the 

recipient. For a 64-st sock, this is usually about 2” less than 

the total sock length will be
4

. 

Toe Decreases: 

Rnd. 1: On Needle 1: K1, SSK, k to last 3 sts on Needle 2, 

k2tog, k1; on Needle 3: k1, SSK, k to last 3 sts on Needle 3, 

k2tog, k1. 

Rnd. 2: Knit. 

Repeat Rounds 1 and 2 until ¼ of your original number of 

cast-on sts remain, to the nearest even number. (16 sts for a 

64-st sock.) Place all sts from Needles 1 & 2 on one needle. 

Use Kitchener Stitch to graft the toe together. Weave in 

ends. Make the second sock the same as the first. 

Notes:  

1

Although the instructions are given for double-pointed 

needles, you can easily convert this pattern to knitting on two 

circular needles as follows: Treat Needles 1 and 2 as 

Circular Needle 1, and Needle 3 as Circular Needle 2. Be 

sure you are only ever using the ends from the same needle 

(i.e. do not knit from one circular needle to the other)
 

2

I find it easiest, to prevent “laddering”, to begin a needle 

with a knit, rather than a purl, stitch. Also, the right working 

needle should be under the needle just worked for knit, 

and—in the event it is required—over the needle just worked 

if the first stitch on the new working needle is a purl. Give a 

good tug on the working yarn after working the first st on a 

new needle to tighten it up. 
3

When slipping stitches, slip knit-wise with yarn in back on 

the right side of the fabric, and purl-wise with yarn in front 

on the purl side. 
4Measuring the foot: The total foot length is from the back of 

the heel to the tip of the big toe. The circumference of the 

foot should be taken behind the toes, at the widest section. 

This pattern is for personal, not-for-profit use only. To purchase a 

licence to use for profit, please contact me.
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Questions, support, and comments: 

talena@wintersdayin.ca 

You may find more of my patterns here: 

Etsy: www.mysecretwish.ca 

Craftsy: mysecretwishoncraftsy.ca 

Ravelry: mysecretwishonravelry.ca 

 

Super-Stretchy Cast On: 

This cast on does not work well for nubby or boucle yarns, 

but is amazing with a smooth yarn on any edge that needs to 

stretch, such as a ribbed cuff. 

I learned this from the YouTube video Jeny’s Stretchy Slip-

Knot Cast On, by Jeny Staiman. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3n8E3I6Cg2k 

If you do better with a 

demonstration than written 

directions, I encourage you to go 

see it, too. 

Hold needle and yarn tail in right 

hand, and use the left hand to 

make a loop in the yarn (ball end 

on top), like so: 

Insert needle into loop, yo from back to front, and use 

needle to pull yarn through loop: 

 

Pull yarn tight to create a slip-knot. Make successive slip-

knots, but not too closely together. Also, if you end up with 

too much yarn between stitches, it is easiest to drop the stitch 

and start again. 

Glossary: 

dpns: double-pointed needles 

k: knit 

k2tog: knit two sts together as one 

Kitchener Stitch: the method of using a yarn needle 

to graft sts on two needles together invisibly. For 

demonstration, please search YouTube. 

p: purl 

p2tog: purl two stitches together as one 

pl m: place marker 

sl m: slip marker 

sl st: slip stitch (See Note 2) 

SSK: slip two sts knit-wise, one at a time; insert left 

needle into sts just slipped and knit slipped sts tog 

st: stitch 
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